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1. Students brainstorm all of the things they are interested in using this template: 
 

 
Things I am interested in finding out more about 
 
 
 
Write down three questions that could be answered. 
 
 
 
How will I research? 
 
 
 
How will I present this information? 
 
 
 
My final question is:  
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2. Discuss how to make questions bigger by using: 
 
 
Who   What   Where   When   Why   How  
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Compare / Contrast   Judge   Explain   Prove / Disprove  
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Characteristics   Motivation   Influence   Purpose  
 
Consequences   Rules    Ethical Problems   Origin  
 
Different Perspectives   Contribution    Changes Patterns 
 
 
 
Students along with the teacher come up with at least 4 BIG questions they can research in books, through SORA and 
lastly good quality websites. 
 
They are not allowed to type the question into google but rather find ways they can answer the question by finding facts, 
putting lots of facts together and then answering the question.  
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Rugby League 
Who has won the most grand finals? 
Which countries play rugby league? 
How did they play rugby league in the 
olden days? 
When did they invent rugby league? 
Who came up with rugby league? 

Soccer 
What are the rules of football/soccer? 
Who invented it and when? 
How has it changed over time? 
Who is the best soccer player and why? 
Who makes the equipment?  

Fossils 
Who was the first person to discover 
dinosaur fossils? 
What is a fossil and how are they made? 
Why do people think fossils are precious? 
Where are fossils found in the world and in 
Australia? 
What can fossils teach us?  

Dinosaurs 
How did the dinosaurs become extinct? 
What do different people believe? 
Did any dinosaurs survive the extinction? 
Which dinosaurs were they? 
Where did the different dinosaurs live 
around the world and why? 
Why are people fascinated by dinosaurs?  
Why do dinosaurs have different features?  

Why do people need different equipment 
for tennis? Where is the equipment made? 
How has tennis changed over the years? 
When was it invented and by whom?  
Why do people like playing and watching 
tennis? 
Can anybody play tennis? Which countries 
play tennis and who doesn’t? 
Why do tennis players win a lot of money 
in the big tournaments?  

Space 
How have space inventions changed over 
the last 100 years? 
Who was the first person to discover more 
about space? 
Which planets could humans live on? 
Why? How would they live here?  

Basketball 
Why was basketball created? 
Who makes the equipment? 
When was basketball first invented? How 
did they come up with the idea? 
Why is basketball so popular? 
How has basketball changed over the 
years? 
Who plays basketball?  

Who first made cars? 
What do cars do with the pedals? 
Where was the first car made? 
When did the first person buy a car? 
Why did people make cars? 
How do people learn how to drive and why 
do they want to drive? 
How has life changed since the car was 
invented?  
Can we make cars better for the 

Endangered animals with focus on koalas 
and pandas 
What is an endangered animal? 
How do animals become endangered? 
How can we stop animals from becoming 
endangered? Is this possible? What do we 
have to change? 
How are koalas and pandas endangered? 
Why aren’t kangaroos endangered?  
Why do people like koalas and pandas and 
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environment?  
Can we live without cars? 

why are they part of advertising campaigns 
to save endangered animals? 

 
 
 
 
 


